SUMMARY

Technical, tactical and physiological demands of water polo players that once were standard are no longer current. The advancement in the total approach to this discipline, from players’, coaches’ and also from the scientific standpoint, have led to the establishing of new physiological principles that are now actual in this team sport. The relationship of morphological characteristics and specific motor abilities represents one of the important traits of a player profile in elite water polo. The main aim of this study was to examine and define the relationships among the anthropometrical characteristics (body height, arm span, leg length, body mass and BMI) and three sport-specific fitness tests, 20-meters-sprint-swimming, maximal dynamometric force in eggbeater kick and throwing velocity. The sample of participants embraced 22 (23.04 ± 2.72 years) top-quality water polo players, members of the national team and one water polo club, who participated in the Adriatic League competition. Throwing velocity shows a significative correlation only with maximal dynamometric force in eggbeater kick (r=.455, p=.033). Maximal dynamometric force in eggbeater kick, except with throwing velocity shows significative correlation with body mass (r=.745, p=.000), body height (r=.568, p=.006), BMI (r=.521, p=.013) and with arm span (r=.488, p=.021). Regarding to swimming speed, significant correlations were not found. One of the major finding of the present research was that swimming speed has no statistically significant linear correlation with any of applied morphological and specific motor parameters. A second major result was that throwing velocities significantly correlate only with maximal dynamometric force in eggbeater kick. On the other side, no statistically significant correlation has been found between a throwing velocity and the applied anthropometric parameters that almost completely determined a result in the test for the estimation of a maximal dynamometric force in eggbeater kick.
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INTRODUCTION

Water polo is practised as a sport activity, namely as a sport game for more than a one and a half century. During that time the rules and a way of playing were changed many times. Technical, tactical and physiological demands that once were a standard, are no longer current. The advancement in the total approach to water polo, both from players’ and coaches’ and a scientific standpoint has led to the new physiological principles that are current in this sport discipline. Current rules and principles also are not
given for all times, because the development of water polo enfolds and a continual scientific treatment is necessary in order to obtain the current knowledge. The actual and relevant scientific findings should be, first of all, helpful to water polo players, their coaches and also for the scientists whose topic of research is water polo game.

In this moment water polo is a team sport characterized by a high-intensity, intermittent activity pattern. Players have been reported to perform around 100 high-intensity and sprint activities during water-polo match play (Smith, 1998). The same author argues that water polo is very intermittent, with intense bursts of activity occurring and activity varying according to the players’ positions in the pool. Thence, for example, Melchiorri, Castagna, Sorge, and Bonifazi (2010) analyzed blood lactate among elite male water polo players and found 7.7±1.0 mmol/l of blood lactate concentration, but with enormous differences among playing positions. The mean match blood-lactate concentrations for Center Forwards (Centers), Center Defenders (Points), and Field Players (Drivers and Wings) were (in mmol/l) 11.2 ± 1.0, 6.7 ± 0.9, and 5.3 ± 0.9, respectively, indicating the different physiological backgrounds of the water polo game for each playing position.

Smith (1998) has observed that elite male water polo players have approximately 6-20% greater oxygen consumption than competitive swimmers and also mentions that VO2 max values are moderately high (58-61 ml/kg/min) in national-level water polo players, that is also lower than those reported for trained swimmers (63-69 ml/kg/min) (Fernandez & Vilas-Boas, 2012). Also, a number of studies have shown that VO2 max is higher for international level swimmers than water polo players (Cazorla & Montpetit, 1988). In his recent study Meckel et al. (2013) highlights that elite water polo players demonstrated lower repeated sprint ability (RSA), aerobic and anaerobic capabilities compared to elite swimmers.

Therefore, water polo is a game which from players demands a considerable strength to hit, block, and push other players during game play (Van der Wende, 2005). These are also basic influencing that, the basic characteristics of the elite water polo player includes high levels of strength, swimming speed and leanbody mass, and specific technical and tactical capabilities (Lozovina & Pavčić, 2005). Beside this, throwing velocity is considered to be one of the most important aspects of performance of water polo players (Van der Wende, 2005).

As it can be seen, contemporary water polo is characterised by fast and attractive match play, and often mutual contact of players, demanding the specific morphological traits from the players (Lupo, Tessitore, Minganti, & Capranica, 2010).

The morphology of an athlete, namely his anthropometric characteristics represent an exceptionally important factor in every sports discipline, thence the same is true for water polo. Because of this, the top players are selected and shaped, for generations, on the basis of actual demands of water polo game and individual characteristics of each player’s profile.

Among other things, these are some of the major factors that have led to the following conclusions that anthropometric characteristics of elite water polo players have changed over the last (analyzed) 28 years. Body shape changed in terms of greater height and more elongated limbs, with thinner waist and broader shoulders. Body mass increased. Muscle-to-fat mass ratio increased. These observed changes are consequence of population secular trend and sport morphological adaptation (optimization) (Lozovina, Lozovina, & Pavčić, 2012).

Beside mentioned reasons, very important reasons for explaining the existing anthropometric differences between water polo players from certain countries are also different in water polo schools, which much depend on morphologic properties of these environments. So, for example the obvious differences among Greek (Tsekouras et al., 2005) Croatian (Lozovina, Durovic, & Katie, 2009), Spanish (Ferragut et al., 2011a) and Montenegrin (Idrizović, Uljević, Ban, Spasić, & Rausavljević, 2013) elite water polo players.

Taking into account both morphologic and motor potentials of top-quality water polo players (Ibid) highlight the differences existing also on that level. The authors come to the fact that top elite water polo players are of the same anthropometric characteristics as the elite, and that they accomplish the same maximal swimming velocity, however they have the statistically significant higher level of throwing velocity and the manifestation of a maximal force.

Therefore, all previously mentioned characteristics of water polo game and its changes during the time, lead to the need for the permanent check of correlations inside and between the morphologic and motor profile of a contemporary top water polo player. Such researches have led to the information that can indicate the changes in the specificity of mutual correlation of anthropometric indicators and physical performances of elite water polo players, and for author’s knowledge there is no scientific evidence about same studies.

Therefore, the aims of the present study were to determine relationship between specific fitness po-
tential throwing velocity, swimming speed and max-
imal dinamometric force in eggbeater kick and fun-
damental morphological parameters (body height,
arm span, body mass and BMI) in elite male water
polo players.

METHODS

Sample of participants

The sample of participants embraced twenty-two
(23.04 ± 2.72 years) elite water polo players, members
of the national team and one water polo club, who
participated in the Adriatic League competition. All
participants must be active members of the national
team and water polo club team during current season.
The players participated voluntarily and gave their
written consent. The study was designed in compli-
ance with the recommendations for clinical research
of the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki (2013) and reviewed and approved by the
local ethics committee.
The study was performed in two phases during
two last weeks of March of 2013. The first phase was
performed during last two matches of Montenegrin
national water polo team in the framework of qual-
ifications for World league in water polo 2013, and
which also was a part of preparation for 15th FINA
World Championship in Barcelona. During two days,
firstly anthropometric, on the second day, functional
motoric testing were carried out. The second part of
testing, which was carried out in an identical way as
the previous, was related to the testing of players of
water polo club, and it was carried out in approxi-
mately the same time interval, as the previous mea-
surement, and during which the players would be in
a standard competition training program in the
framework of Adriatic Water Polo League matches.

Sample of variables

Anthropometric measurements were taken fol-
lowing the International Society for the Advancement
of Kinanthropometry (ISAK) protocol (Marfell-Jones,
Olds, Stew, & Carter, 2006). Leg length (LL) was
measured for all the participants according to (Barry
& Maria, 2010). The anthropometric measurements
were taken in the morning by two certified technicians
(Level II ISAK anthropometrist). Body height in cm
(BH) was measured using a SECA-222 telescopic
measuring rod, with a precision of 1 mm and a range
(60-230 cm), while body mass in kg (BM) was assessed
by a SECA-875 flat scale, with a precision of 0.1 kg
and a range (0.0 kg, a 130 kg) (Seca Instruments Ltd.,
Hamburg, Germany). Leg length was measured with
Siber & Hegner GPM anthropometer of the Martin
type and arm span (AS) with Luufkin W606PM
anthropometric tape.

In addition, body mass index was determined.
Body mass index (BMI) or Quetelet index was calcu-
lated from body height and body mass values using
following formula:

\[
BMI = \frac{weight \text{ (kg)}}{height \text{ (m)}}^2
\]

The water-polo-specific fitness was evaluated by:
swimming sprint over a 20 metre distance, a water
polo drive shoot test and dynamometric semi-tethered
force test.
The swimming sprint test over a 20 metre distance
(20M) was commenced upon a sound signal, similar
to sprinting for ball possession at the start of a game.
The head was kept out of the water during the test
(water polo front-crawl). The subjects started in the
water from either a front-on or side-on position. Their
head remained behind the laser beam which marked
the 0-metre starting point. When signalled, the subjects
swam as fast as possible for 20 metres. A Longines
swimming timing apparatus was used.

Throwing velocity was measured by a drive-shoot
test (SHOOT). Each subject was instructed to lift the
ball from the water surface and throw it into a goal
net as fast as possible. The examiner was positioned
with a velocity-detecting radar (Speedster Radar Gun
Bushnell, Overland Park, Kansas, USA) behind the
net.
The semi-tethered dynamometric test (DYN)
consisted of maximum intensity upright swimming
using an eggbeater kick with a fast elastic line fixed
to a special belt. An ‘eggbeater kick’ is a hands-free
form of treading water that allows a swimmer to
remain vertical and/or move in a vertical position.
An athlete’s legs mainly alternate between one-legged
breaststroke kicks. This form provides continuous
support because there are no breaks in the kick. The
swimming force was recorded with the use of a ten-
siometric dynamometer coupled to a MAX-5 device
(JBA Staniak, Poland) via a WTP 003 amplifier and
Max 5.1 computer software. The subjects were in-
structed to perform the eggbeater kick as hard as
possible and to achieve the maximal possible drag
force. The maximal force achieved was recorded by
the examinees and included in the data analysis.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the basic statistical parameters of
anthropometric indicators of elite water polo players,
and their results about specific motor tests. The val-
ues of coefficients of asymmetry and peakedness for body mass and BMI (Skew=1.302; Kurt.=2.366), as for the specific motor tests SHOOT (Kurt.= -1.125) and DYN (Skew= 1.072) indicate to the important characteristic of distribution of results of these tests.

Relationships between specific physical fitness and morphological parameters were also analyzed, and different significant correlations were found. Of 28 calculated correlation coefficients 11 pairs had the statistically significant relation (Figure 1 to Figure 11). With regard to body height, significant correlations were found with arm span ($r=.790; p=.000$), leg length ($r=.714; p=.000$), body mass ($r=.509; p=.016$) and DYN ($r=.568; p=.006$). Regarding to arm span, except with a leg length, significant correlations were found between this parameter and leg length ($r=.611; p=.002$), body mass ($r=.512; p=.015$), and DYN ($r=.488; p=.021$). Regarding the leg length, except with body height and arm span, significant correlations were not found. To the body mass, except with body height and arm span, significant correlations were found with BMI ($r=.860; p=.000$) and DYN ($r=.745; p=.000$). To the BMI, except with a body mass, significant correlation were found with DYN ($r=.521; p=.013$). Regarding 20M specific motoric test, significant correlations were not found. Regarding specific motor test SHOOT, only one statistical relation was found and it was with a specific motor test DYN ($r=.455; p=.033$). On the other side, on the basis of previously said it can be seen that a motor test DYN achieved a statistically significant correlation with body height, arm span, body mass, BMI and SHOOT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Skew.</th>
<th>Kurt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BH</td>
<td>187.79</td>
<td>180.00</td>
<td>199.00</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>193.66</td>
<td>183.40</td>
<td>203.00</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>101.75</td>
<td>94.00</td>
<td>110.70</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>93.04</td>
<td>79.20</td>
<td>120.00</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>26.36</td>
<td>22.80</td>
<td>33.20</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20M</td>
<td>11.04</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>12.05</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOOT</td>
<td>75.04</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>82.00</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td>-1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYN</td>
<td>43.55</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>58.00</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: M - Sample mean; Min - Minimum; Max - Maximum; SD - Standard deviation; Skew. - Skewness; Kurt. - Kurtosis; BH - Body height; AS - Arm span; LL - Leg length; BM - Body mass; BMI - Body mass index; 20M - Swimming sprint test over a 20 metre distance; SHOOT - Throwing velocity was measured by a drive-shoot test; DYN - Semi-tethered dynamometric test.

**FIGURE 1 and 2**
The scatter plots and line of best fit for the relationship between the body height and arm span ($p=.000$) and body height and leg length ($p=.000$).
FIGURE 3 and 4
The scatter plots and line of best fit for the relationship between the body height and body mass ($p=.016$) and body height and dynamometric force ($p=.006$).

FIGURE 5 and 6
The scatter plots and line of best fit for the relationship between the arm span and leg length ($p=.002$) and arm span and body mass ($p=.015$).

FIGURE 7 and 8
The scatter plots and line of best fit for the relationship between the body mass and BMI ($p=.000$) and arm span and dynamometric force ($p=.021$).
DISCUSSION

This study was conducted to determine relationship between specific fitness potential throwing velocity, swimming speed and maximal dynamometric force in eggbeater kick and fundamental morphological parameters (body height, arm span, body mass and BMI) in elite male water polo players.

The last evidence certified that physiologically and psychologically, water polo is a very demanding and mentally challenging sport (Snyder, 2008).

First of all, water polo represents a physically very demanding sport discipline. As such, it demands a very quality level of physical conditioning from the athletes practising this sport activity. This, first of all, means a very developed strength, specific endurance, speed and coordination. Actually, the quality of a physical conditioning in a contemporary top water polo often brings an advantage to one of teams and it wins a match game because of this advantage. At the top level of water polo competitions, tactically-technical skills are very equalised, thence the small differences in a physical potential of water polo players of both sides can be decisive for the results of a match. The performing of mental tasks set by the game, significantly depends on a current physical status, thence the physical potential of an athlete, on this area of demands of water polo game, has also a very important and often a decisive impact.

As in all sports, strength training is of great value in enhancing successful water polo performance. There are several muscle groups utilized in the basic actions of throwing a ball as well as in swimming head up and eggbeatering (Ibid). Just these water polo potentials, as the basic physical quality of a top water polo player, were the topic of this research.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that to concurrently define and investigate the relationships

FIGURE 9 and 10
The scatter plots and line of best fit for the relationship between the body mass and dynamometric force (p=.000) and BMI and dynamometric force (p=.013).

FIGURE 11
The scatter plot and line of best fit for the relationship between the SHOOT and dynamometric force (p = .033).
among basic morphological parameters and throwing velocities, swimming speed and maximal force of elite male water polo players. One of the major findings of the present research was that swimming speed has not a statistically significant correlation with any of applied morphologic and specific motor parameters. A second conclusion was that throwing velocities significantly correlate only with DYN, while not any statistically significant correlation with the indicators of longitudinal dimensionality was found. Despite this, in the athletic throwing disciplines, a longitudinal dimensionality represents one of the main factors of results, because the stable support for a thrower is constantly present. In water polo, the stability of lower body that is constantly variable, and it can be realized with a quality eggbeater kick, is very important for the quality of throwing, while the attributes of a longitudinal dimensionality generally do not emerge as an important predictor of a throwing velocity.

The values of standardised coefficients of skewness and kurtosis indicate the fact that the values of morphological indicators for a body mass and BMI, what is shown by high positive values of these statistic parameters, distributed in the field of lower values and that the finite high values of these parameters make exceptions, meaning that the elite water polo players in this study, for these two parameters are grouped around the value of an arithmetic mean and that a small number of exceptions is located in high positive values. The proof of such a statement is also a relation of the arithmetic mean with a maximal and a minimal result.

The water polo players from this research showed mean values of height of 187.79 cm. These values are in consonance with previous data reported by Lozovina and Pavičić (2005), Smith (1998), and Villa et al. (2009). Although a body height of water polo players in all these researches is almost identical, Montenegrin water polo players with an average body mass of 93.04 kg were heavier for several kilograms than their colleagues from Spain, Croatia and Greece.

Statistically significant relations that were found in this research among the morphologic indicators of longitudinal dimensionality: body height, arm span and leg length are the relation to parameters of the same measurement topic and, as such, these are in accordance with all previous works, both on athletes and general population, what is the result of the standard proportions of human body parts.

The results of this study showed that the mean arm span measure exceeded stature measure in elite water polo players, consistent with other studies, which treated a general population (Goon, Toriola, Musa, & Akusu, 2011; Reeves, Varakamin, & Henry, 1996; Steele & Chenier, 1990), and the studies that tested elite water polo players (Ferragut et al., 2011b; Idrizović, Milošević, & Pavlović, 2013; Kondrić, Uljević, Gabrić, Kontić, & Sekulić, 2012).

Highly statistically significant correlation between arm span and stature (r = .790) observed in our sample is consistent with a big number of other studies which found strong associations between arm span and stature. For example, Reeves, et al. (1996) reported a correlation coefficients (r = .73–.89) indicated a clear association between arm-span measurements and height in all groups of that research.

An exceptionally important result obtained in this study is related to a swimming speed of elite water polo players. Of all applied morphological and specific motor indicators neither of them had shown a significant correlation with a result in the test 20M. On the basis of such results, it can be concluded that a swimming velocity of elite water polo players is not defined by any of the following parameters: body height, arm span, leg length, body mass, body mass index, maximal dynamometric force in eggbeater kick and throwing velocity. Such a result can suggest to the statement that a swimming speed of water polo players is most probably determined by the quality of their swimming technique and maybe some other fitness characteristics, what was not a topic of this research. Such conclusion is in accordance with previous research Dopsaj, Matković, and Zdravković (2000) who are saying that a maximal swimming speed, especially at sprint distances, depends on pulling force characteristics besides technical and energetic abilities of swimmers. Also, according to Siders, Lukaski, and Bolonchuk (1993), the anthropometric variables: body height, body mass, percent body fat and fat-free mass have an effect on swimming performance in female swimmers, but not in males. Anderson, Hopkins, Roberts, and Pyne (2008) also argue that the combination of fitness and technique factors were important for competitive performance. However, Zampagni et al. (2008) highlights that a body height is one of the best predictors in short, middle and long-distance events, but not for male ultra-endurance swimmers an open-water ultra-swimming contest, as stated by (Knechtle, Baumann, Knechtle, & Rosemann, 2011). On the basis of all previously said it can be stated that the morphological parameters are more important determinants in a competition swimming, while for the swimming speed in elite water polo, it is most probably the swimming technique.

Unlike the previous researches where a throwing velocity had a statistically significant correlation with
the anthropometric indicators (Bloomfield, Blanksby, Ackland, & Allison, 1990), such a statement is not proven in this study, what, on the other side, entirely correspond to the findings by Ferragut et al. (2011b) and Alcaraz et al. (2012), who also shown that the anthropometric indicators used in these studies did not accomplish a statistically significant correlation with a throwing velocity. A very interesting data is one offered by Milanović and Vuleta (2013) presenting that a body height, body mass and arm span have no correlations with player's performances in offensive and defensive activities. Just because of all mentioned and regardless of all changes in water polo game in last thirty years, a statement by Joris, Muijen Van, Ingen Schernau Van, and Kemper, (1985) saying that a speed of the ball toward the goal post is an essential characteristic in this sport and depends on the muscular force, technique, and suitable synchronization of different corporal segments even today can be considered as fully acceptable. Beside this, the data given by Ferragut et al. (2011a) saying that this specific physically-technical quality at all playing positions behaves entirely differently according to the anthropometric indicators depending if a goalkeeper is at the goal, not at the goal or player is moving before the shoot, telling about the complexity of a shoot velocity dependence of various abilities and characteristics of a water polo player.

The only statistically significant correlation in this research is the correlation accomplished by a throwing velocity with a specific motor test DYN that consisted of maximum intensity upright swimming using an eggbeater kick with a fast elastic line fixed to a special belt.

The eggbeater kick is a rotational movement of the lower legs in which a swimmer opens the legs sideways with the hip joint flexed and bends the knees while swivelling both feet in opposing circles (Homba, 2000). Sanders (1999) highlights that the eggbeater kick is a cyclic movement structure of the lower limbs with the activity of the right and left sides being similar but opposite in phase, meant to sustain the body in the elevated position or to push the opponent's body strongly. Also, Sanders (1998) argues that two skills are used to raise the upper body for the purpose of shooting for goal. One of them is a „boost” in which the upper body is driven upward explosively to achieve maximum height. The second is a „hold” in which the body is maintained in an elevated position. Both involve the use of an eggbeater kick to generate upward forces.

The statement that can be derived on the basis of previously given data is that the quality of eggbeater kick, also representing a base for a good result at the test of maximal dynamometric force, is a precondition for the raising and stabilisation of a body core from which a man initiate movements that are necessary to be performed by a torso and arms in order to perform a technically quality shoot with a big velocity. Therefore, it should be noted that for elite water polo players a throwing velocity primarily depends on the level of their maximal force.

Specific test for the estimation of a maximal dynamometric force (DYN) accomplished a statistically significant correlation with a body height, arm span, body mass and BMI. This means that water polo players with higher values of these morphological attributes obtained higher level of a maximal force. This is one additional very interesting data. Although the throwing velocity did not accomplish a statistically significant correlation with any morphological attribute, in this way we can indirectly conclude that a higher throwing velocity was accomplished by elite water polo players who, first of all, had a bigger body mass and higher body heights. After that, it can be said that the findings from this study directly coincide with the statement by Alcaraz et al. (2012) who concluded that exist a strong and significant correlation between conditioning and performance factors with anthropometrical parameters in elite water polo players, accordingly, with statement by Alcaraz et al. (2011), who argue that a physical (strength, power, throwing velocity) and anthropometrical factors are important for determining the outcomes in water polo.

CONCLUSION

Water polo is a physically and mentally very demanding sport discipline. One number of the factors that are very important for its quality changed along with its development. This is a strong reason because of which the researches of water polo game should be permanently carried out on all areas on which water polo depends. This research ascertained that a swimming speed of water polo players do not depend on anthropometric and specific motor qualities, but primarily on the technical skills. Also, a throwing velocity of elite water polo players depends directly only on a maximal strength, while it through a maximal strength indirectly accomplishes a correlation with a body mass and body height. This research shown that a higher level of a maximal dynamometric force is produced by elite water polo players with bigger body mass, body height, BMI and arm span. It also say that the water polo players with bigger body
dimensions are stronger than water polo players with smaller values of these indicators.

In summary, it may be noted that the mutual correlation of anthropometric parameters and specific motor indicator plays a very important role in the quality of elite water polo game. However, within various water polo schools, the relation among morphologic and physiologic parameters is different and is inclined to constant changes. There is no unique and ideal morphologic-motor profile of elite water polo player. These profiles can resemble mutually, but they always have their specificities that are very important. Future studies should analyze those specificities.
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